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Abstract 

We evaluate the performance of a new method of face recognition on the 

well-known benchmark Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) dataset [1].  The 

method, developed by the Core Technology Research Team at Aurora, 

achieves a mean classification accuracy of 93.24% on the unrestricted view 

2 test set, outperforming all other results on the LFW website. 

 

Brief Method Description 

The face recognition technology is comprised of Aurora’s proprietary algorithms, machine learning 

and computer vision techniques.  We report results using the unrestricted training protocol, applied to 

the view 2 ten-fold cross validation test, using images provided by the LFW website, including the 

aligned and funnelled [6] sets and external data used solely for alignment purposes. 

Company Background 

Aurora has 15 years’ experience in the field of biometric face recognition. For the last few years our 

team has been working on the challenging problems of uncontrolled visible-spectrum colour images, 

as detailed in this report. We have previously created infrared face recognition systems, utilising our 

bespoke hardware, to overcome typical lighting problems. Our systems are widely deployed and we 

have more installed systems in the UK than any other competitor. 
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Recognition Pipeline 

The complete face recognition pipeline of a full system consists of four primary steps: face detection; 

feature point localisation; feature extraction and classification.  The verification stage (feature 

extraction and classification) constitutes proprietary descriptor extraction procedures and comparison 

metrics to produce a similarity score, which in turn is applied to a threshold for the final classification 

decision. 

 

Figure 1. Aurora’s recognition pipeline. 

Although Aurora has developed a number of highly accurate algorithms for face detection and feature 

localisation (not described here), the purpose of this investigation is to evaluate the verification stage 

(feature extraction and classification) of the pipeline as an individual component.  Therefore, we 

assume face detection and feature localisation have been completed successfully, relying on the pre-

aligned face images. 

The purpose of this investigation is to determine the maximum achievable performance, given 

accurately located feature points.  Other experiments by ourselves investigate the impact of 

automatically detected feature points. 

Evaluation Methodology 

The evaluation is carried out according to the 10-fold cross validation test under the unrestricted 

configuration, strictly following the training and test procedure that was defined in the technical report 

of LFW database [1]. 

Ten ‘folds’ of the view 2 data set are processed.  For each fold, 600 image pairs are compared to 

produce a similarity score, to which a threshold is applied to make the final classification decision.  

Images from outside of the test set pairs are used to train the face recognition model, comparison 



metric and classification threshold.  Although we do not restrict training to only those images pairs 

specified, we do ensure that no training, optimisation or fine tuning is carried out on any of the images 

present in the 600 image pairs of the test set.  Neither are any subjects in the 600 image pairs present 

in the data used for training, optimisation or fine tuning; hence each fold of the test is conducted 

blind, as required by the protocol.  The training and evaluation process is repeated for each of the ten 

folds, from which the mean classification accuracy is computed. 

Results 

Using the LFW unrestricted protocol, the Aurora face recognition engine achieves a mean 

classification accuracy of 0.9324 ± 0.0044, outperforming all other results published on the LFW 

website. 

Organisation Algorithm û ± SE 
 

Aurora Aurora-c-2014-1 0.9324 ± 0.0044 

UST China, MS Research Asia High-dim LBP [2] 0.9318 ± 0.0107 

Oxford University Fisher vector faces [3] 0.9303 ± 0.0105 

Vision Labs VisionLabs ver.1.0,aligned 0.9290 ± 0.0031 

NEC CMD+SLBP, aligned [5] 0.9258 ± 0.0136 

Face.com Face.com r2011b [4] 0.9130 ± 0.0030 

 

Table 1. Mean classification accuracy (û) and standard error (SE) of the five top performing submissions 

reported on the LFW website, compared with the Aurora algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 2. ROC curve of the “Aurora-c-2014-1” algorithm for the full ten-fold cross validation. 

Conclusion 

The results produced by Aurora are state of the art. 

http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw/results.html#notes
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